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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Coachmen Encore 355DS, Coachmen RV Encore Class A gas motorhome
355DS highlights: 68" Sofa Bed Power Drop-Down Bunk Theater Seating
Underbed Storage System Two Living Area TVs Exterior 40" LED TV ? This Encore
Class A gas motorhome is exceptional! It comes with four LED TVs, a residential
refrigerator, two pantries, a full bathroom with a 38" x 24" shower, a full-wall slide,
and a 42" x 78" dinette . And that's just a few of the many features! Some of the
other amenities that will catch your eye are the power drop-down bunk above the
cab for the kids to sleep on and the storage system underneath the king bed
offering a lift to reveal extra seating, a shoe rack, pull-out drawers and a full
length mirror. You'll love the look of the stainless steel appliances and solid-
surface countertops in the kitchen, and you can always head outside underneath
the 20' power awning with speakers to get some fresh air. ? Each Encore Class A
gas motorhome by Coachmen RV offers the power you have been looking for, the
comforts of home, and the style others will talk about!? Built on a Ford F53
chassis with 350HP engine and includes a front cap with Diamond Shield to
protect the paint from road debris, lots of storage including in the pass-through
full basement for those oversized items without compromising any interior space,
two 15,000 BTU air conditioners, and the Coach-Pap station allowing you to store
your CPAP machine and other electronics in the cabinet above the bed. And the
interior is bright and inviting, and offers stainless steel appliances, a stainless
steel farm sink, a solarium skylight with accent lighting and a shade, plus
premium linoleum throughout and much much more depending on the Encore you
choose!? ?
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 15957
VIN Number: 35184-15957
Condition: New
Length: 37
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Sturtevant, Wisconsin, United States
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